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Abstract

A discussion of some of the current methods used for keeping herbaria volumes open during conservation and digitisation are discussed, and a solution to the physical challenges of digitising bound herbarium volumes with restricted opening capabilities is presented. The Flexible LEGO Clamping System (Flecs) is a collapsible page clamping system capable of holding open herbarium volumes with very restricted opening capabilities, while being versatile enough to deal with specimen position, volume thickness, volume position and repetitive use during mass digitisation.
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Introduction

Digitisation of museum specimens has been a priority for natural history museums for decades, and for the past 5 years the NHM London has given digitisation new incentive through a dedicated Digital Collections Programme that is focused on the many challenges digitising an estimated 80 million specimens creates. A recent pilot project aimed at digitising late 17th century bound volumes of herbarium specimens collected by Samuel Browne from Fort St George, India (now part of Chennai). The volumes have a restricted degree of opening and the project resulted in a novel tool designed to hold herbarium volume specimen folios in place during digitisation, study and conservation.

The practice of collecting and preserving botanical specimens is surprisingly young compared to the history of botany. In a discussion on the origin of Herbaria (1885), Saint-Lager suggests one of the earliest examples of herbaria was the one used by Luca Ghini in Pisa in 1544. The primary argument for the late use of herbaria was the high price and scarce availability of paper. Paper became affordable as a mounting material after the invention of printing in the mid fifteenth century (Saint-Lager, 1885). The invention of herbaria made plant specimens easily transportable allowing specimens from different localities or flowering periods to be compared and used as references which contributed significantly to the wealth of knowledge on the world’s flora (Staern 1971). Through the efforts of some of the largest botanical collections in the world including New York Botanical Garden herbarium (NY), the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History (US), the Paris herbarium (P), Naturalis (L), Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria (MEL), Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh (RBGE), Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (K) and the Natural History Museum London (BM) good progress has already been made on the imaging of herbarium sheets and the results of several large scale efforts are already accessible. Digitisation efforts to date however have mainly focused on loose herbarium sheets that lend themselves well to rapid digitisation.
Bound herbarium volumes present a more complex challenge than that of loose sheets, but are as valuable in their own right, usually representing a single collector’s effort in a time period or location, some volumes are historically important as even though they are pre-Linnaean, for example, the Hermann bound volumes and the Clifford Herbarium at NHM were used by Linnaeus to designate many new type specimens.

The NHM London has more than 650 bound herbarium volumes including the 265 herbarium volumes that make up the invaluable Sir Hans Sloane botanical collection. As part of the NHM London initiative to digitise its natural history collections the challenge of preserving and digitising historic herbarium volumes was addressed. Herbaria are experiencing rapid changes in the way collections are now managed and used: mass digitisation initiatives, focused either on entire herbaria or subsets of specimens, such as types, have revolutionised the way in which researchers are using herbarium collections (Carine et al., 2018). There is an appetite for access to herbarium data, online open-access herbaria meets this, but digitisation speed lags behind, in part because we need innovation in techniques, tools and protocols for handling herbarium specimens. In this paper, we investigate the various methods of handling bound herbarium volumes and present a new tool: the flexible LEGO clamping system for herbarium volumes (Flecs), for holding open difficult to open folios.

Bound volumes can present a series of challenges for digitisation most of which are related to a combination of the volume binding, the fragile nature of individual folios and degradation and positioning of specimens. The same properties that make paper an appropriate mounting material (e.g. thin, stiff, breathable and with absorbing properties) also lead to inevitable conservation problems over time. The Samuel Browne collection that is bound in two volumes from 1692-1698 provides good examples of herbarium volumes that show the specific characteristics that are challenging to digitisation. The very limited opening of the volumes presents a specific challenge for both conservation, digitisation and research as access to the folios for inspection or for imaging is in many cases very restricted. The restricted opening and page drape of herbaria can in part also be explained by the volume binding itself. As is outlined by Conroy (1987) some of the problems faced with the use of extension guards with a stiff spine, which is what we see in Herbaria volumes, is that this binding type does not allow for the folios to drape properly when the book is opened (Conroy 1987).

The solutions currently used to secure folios of bound volumes during conservation and imaging were considered prior to designing a novel solution. The methods used on books such as glass plates that press the underlying folio flat for imaging or the application of suction for page fixation are not ideal as there are delicate botanical specimens on the folio and on subsequent folios that could be damaged. Two other options, the polyethylene strip and the snake weight that, at first, looked viable unfortunately were not appropriated due to either the fragile nature of the specimens or because of the acute angle at which the herbarium volumes need to be held at during imaging.

A polyethylene strip that is fastened over the edge of the folio is appropriate for folios where botanical material does not extend to the edge of the folio. However, if there is a risk of the polyethylene strip coming into contact with the specimens on the folio there is risk of damage much like when using the glass plate.

A snake weight is a versatile and commonly used tool during conservation and book scanning. The snake weight is a row of lead weights or lead shot in a cloth sleeve that can be folded, draped or spread across a folio to distribute weight where necessary to keep a folio secure. Herbarium volumes with very restricted opening however have to lie with the spine flat and the folios near vertical during imaging. In this position, the snake weight cannot be draped over the folios without also touching the edges of the underlying folios which might cause damage.

Other solutions such as leaded weights or general clamps were not considered usable as the upright position of the book meant that folios were always at an angle creating a downward slope unsuitable for solutions that required a horizontal surface to be stable without sliding or falling off. Another approach frequently used during examination of volumes is to work in pairs (one holding the folio and the other taking notes/studying). However, this option may not be practical most of the times and in such cases, the Flecs is an efficient and practical tool.

To be able to work on and digitise herbarium volumes with a restrictive opening it is important that the mechanism used:

- is easy to apply during repetitive digitisation
- can accommodate the variability in specimen position on the folio
can accommodate the variability in the thickness of the herbarium volume as folios are turned
has a way of providing a variable amount of pressure depending on the nature of the volume
is stable when used and will not damage the herbarium specimen during use.

We believe that the Flecs tool presented here addresses the challenges described above and is a novel way to manage volumes with restricted opening. We feel this tool is worth presenting to peers, librarians and academicians with manuscripts, rare books and historic volumes and hope they will find this useful and practical.

Material and Methods
Critical to imaging herbarium volumes with a very restricted opening is achieving optimal imaging angles for the individual folios with specimens and associated data. The Browne herbarium volume spine and folios did not allow a proper spine throwback or folio drape to allow folios to settle when the book was opened. To alleviate these drawbacks a completely novel imaging setup with three innovative solutions was designed that together enabled us to achieve an image of folios from as optimal a view as possible.

Camera positioning
To allow for the individual variation in drape that the volume folios expressed, the imaging camera was placed on a 5 axis support arm allowing the camera to be placed as parallel to the folio to be imaged as possible thereby reducing the folio skew in the image taken (Figure 1).

Spine pivot and adjustable book cradle
To compensate for the spine stiffness a new book cradle was developed. The new book cradle features a free spine support that allows the independent movement of the spine thereby increasing the book opening without applying any external pressures (Figure 2). The newly designed book cradle was further positioned on a turntable that made it possible to rotate the book to image the opposite folio.

Flecs page clamps:
Prototypes and the final mechanism were made using LEGO (Figure 3), a modular toy that lends itself exceedingly well to prototyping as well as

![Figure 1. The Herbarium Imaging Equipment (Herbie) including DSLR camera (1), adjustable swivel arm (2), Flecs (3), Book cradle (4), and turntable (5).]
Figure 2. Herbarium volume cradle schematic (A) and actual model (B) including the book cover supports (1) tilting spine support (2) and a turntable base (3).

Figure 3. The Flexible LEGO clamping system (Flecs) shown in a fully extended position (A), compact position (B) and in two various clamping positions as used during imaging (C and D).
The Flexible LEGO Clamping System (Flecs) is made up of 32 technic pieces with an estimated cost of £6 (https://www.lego.com/en-gb/service/replacementparts/sale). For the sake of the discussion below the joint that is placed on the herbarium volume page is called the head and the joint that overhangs the book cradle is called the tail (Fig. 3A-B). For a complete parts list and assembly manual for the Flecs (see Appendix I).

The mechanism was developed to emulate the versatility of the human finger and the way the fingers are used to hold open pages of a book by applying pressure and an outward directed frictional pull. To achieve both pressure and pull the Flecs applies pressure and an outward directed frictional pull. To achieve both pressure and pull the Flecs was designed as a crescent that is rigid in its extended position, but collapsible at its six individual joints (Figure 3C). The location of the weights at the head ensures that, by changing the number of washers, a variable downward pressure can be applied while the crescent tail that overhangs the book cradle and the rubber sleeve at the head simultaneously produces an outward pull. The collapsible joints make it possible to adapt the Flecs to the varying distances between the herbarium volume cover and the open specimen folio (Figure 3D) depending on the position in the volumes of the folio being imaged. Furthermore, because the LEGO joints have enough friction to hold their positions, the Flecs can be shaped to lightly clamp the specimen folio and the book cradle thereby adding further stability.

The advantages of the Flecs when compared to currently used options is that the small footprint allows for the positioning of the mechanism on the folio even if specimens extend to the folio edge. The small footprint also ensures that no other area of the volume (including the edges of the underlying folios) are touched and this reduces the potential of damage during digitisation where the folios are turned on a regular basis and the securing mechanisms are repetitively applied.

There are several possible improvements that can be made to the proposed mechanism and the Flecs could be considered a prototype, but we believe the same argument used by Dupont et al. (2015) applies here. The Flecs is a solution to a problem using a globally available modular tool that is cheap and simple to build without further tools or modifications which opens up for further improvements and testing by the library and academic community.
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Appendix 1: for Flecs: a novel LEGO® tool for herbarium clamping.

Model name: Flecs
Number of bricks: 34

Flecs finished model

Flecs components list:

- 1 x 4142322 TECHNIC 3M BEAM - Black
- 1 x 4153107 TECHNIC 3M BEAM - Bright Yellow
- 9 x 4187108 TECHNIC 7M BEAM - Bright Yellow
- 2 x 4174109 TECHNIC 1M BEAM - Bright Yellow
- 1 x 41891105LEGO CROSS-SLOPE - Bright Blue
- 1 x 379526 CROSS AXLE 4M - Black
- 10 x 451455 CONNECTOR PEG W PROTRUSION 3M - Bright Blue
- 1 x 4187107 CROSS BLOCK 90° - Bright Yellow
- 1 x 417544 CROSS BLOCK 3M - Bright Yellow
- 1 x 421188 MODULE BUSH - Medium Stone Grey